
HR-WSR1000RJ / HR-WSR1100RK / HR-WSR1200RU

HR-WSR1000RJ / HR-WSR1100RK / HR-WSR1200RU HR-WSR1000CJ / HR-WSR1100CK / HR-WSR1200CU

HR-WSR1000CJ / HR-WSR1100CK / HR-WSR1200CU

11. How to use wheelchair standing assist function

12. How to lock up wheelchair standing assist device

[When sitting]
1. Set the standing assist force to match the user's weight.
2. Fold the footrest of the wheelchair and make the
    wheelchair user's feet secure to the ground.
3. Place your hips on to the seat and pull the lever
    attached on the right side slowly.
4. Seating down is assisting the sitter to sit down .
5. When the seat is lowered to the desired position,
    release the lever to lock the seat position

[When standing]
1. Fold the footrest of the wheelchair and make the
   wheelchair user's feet secure to the ground.
2. While leaning forward, slowly pull the standing assist
    lever attached on the right side.
3. Seating up is assisting the sitter to stand up.
4. When the seat is raised to the desired position,
    release the lever to lock the seat position.

[When sitting]
1. Set the standing assist force to match the user's weight.
2. Fold the footrest of the wheelchair and make the
    wheelchair user's feet secure to the ground.
3. Place your hips inside the seat then the seat is goes
   down slowly. 
4. You can sit down on the seat comfortably while the
    seat is going down. 
5. When the seats come down, the seats are fixed.

[When standing]
1. �Fold the footrest of the wheelchair and make the 

wheelchair user's feet secure to the ground.
2. �The caretaker pulls forward the “pull switch” under the 

seat.
3. Hold the user's upper body and stand up.
4. It assists to stand up as the seat is raised. 

1. �Put the standing assist device 
on the pad of storage. 

2. �By pulling the weight adjustor 
ring the weight setting position 
locates on 35kg.

3. �While pulling the lever(①), push 
it in the direction of the arrow 
on the seat(②).

1. �After detaching it from the 
wheelchair, put the standing 
assist device on the pad of 
storage.

2. �Put the weight adjustor ring at 
the 35kg range location.

3. �Press the part (     ) of the seat 
until it becomes locked. 

4. Keep it locked.

4. �When the seat is completely 
down, release the lever.

5. �When the seat is securely 
folded, the knob of standing 
assist lever should be kept away 
from the main device.

①
②
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1. To customers

Warranty Certificate Warrnaty

4. Safety precautions

2. In the box 3. Image of product

�Thank you very much for purchasing our revolutionary wheelchair standing assist device.
�Be sure to read the Safety Precautions before use please. If you find any inconveniences or malfunctions during use, contact us please. 
We are not responsible for accidents caused by misusing the product , not following the instructions of the user manual. Please keep this 
manual in a place where you can refer it to at all times.

Standing assist device 
Pad for storage

Standing assist lever
Only for the following 

3 products
HR-WSR1000RJ
HR-WSR1100RK
HR-WSR1200RU

User manual

Thank you for purchasing a product from 
Hize Co., Ltd
If a circumstance arises where you lose a 
receipt or the certificate of a guarantee, 
then the term of guarantee will be 
calculated 3 month (certified by the 
number of the manufacture, a certificate of 
inspection) after the date of manufacture.
In case of accessories, only those that 
match the sales list manage by the service 
will be eligible for customer service

Hize Co., Ltd  
Tel : +82-53-710-3323
E-mail : hizecoltd@gmail.com 

Name of 
Product WSR

Name of 
Model

HR-WSR1000RJ / HR-WSR1100RK
HR-WSR1200RU / HR-WSR1000CJ
HR-WSR1100CK / HR-WSR1200CU

Date of 
Purchase

Manufacture 
Number
Place of 

Purchase
Term of 

Guarnatee 1 year from purchase

1. �Hize Co., Ltd (hereinaft referred to as Hize) provides the warranty service 
for its products in compliance with the regulations on compensation for 
damage of customer.

2. �Upon receiving a notification on a defect of its product within the range 
of warranty during the warranty period, Hize will repair or replace the 
defective product according to its warranty policy.

3. �If the defective product within the range of warranty is not repairable or 
replaceable, Hize shall refund the customer. The replacement shall be 
equivalent to a new product in the aspect a notice of defect.

4. �Hize assume no responsibility for repairing, replacement or refund until it 
receive the defect product from the customer. The replacement shall be 
equivalent to a new product in the aspect of performance.

5. �Warranty is valid in the countries where the Hize products are distributed 
by Hize. (Contact for additional warranty service like field service)

• Be careful not to overuse each part and avoid from severe shock from outside, especially while operating a wheelchair.
• ��When using the standing assist function, be sure to put the wheelchair brake on a flat surface. If the brakes are not engaged, wobbly wheelchair 
movement might be dangerous. 

•� �When using the standing assist function, be sure to fold the footrest and put your foot on the ground. Otherwise, the wheelchair may tilt forward 
and fall. 

• �The standing assist lever should be pulled over when the user is ready to stand up, tilting over his/her body slightly forward.
• �When you install the wheelchair standing assist device on a wheelchair, be sure to hold your hand firmly wide open not to get injured. Otherwise, 
your hand may get caught between the wheelchair and the wheelchair standing assist device.

•  �Wheelchair standing assist device shouldn’t be fallen apart with the wheelchair, when it is  lifted up. Please use with precaution checking the 
wheelchair and standing assist device are properly coupled.

• ��Please adjust the width of the wheelchair standing assist device to adjust to the width of your wheelchair. 
• If you are not using an standing assist device, Please keep it securely locked. 
• �First set up a weight adjustor suitable to your weight by using Weight adjustorring and then pull the lever slowly. Your body can spring out of 
your seat if the weight adjustor is not properly adjusted.

• Do not load something on the seat when storing. 

HR-WSR1000RJ / HR-WSR1100RK / HR-WSR1200RU

HR-WSR1000CJ / HR-WSR1100CK / HR-WSR1200CU



5. Name of each parts

6. How to attach(separate) a lever

7. How to unlock wheelchair standing assist device

Applied to HR-WSR1000RJ / HR-WSR1100RK / HR-WSR1200RU Only 
- �Unlike any other similar devices, wheelchair standing assist device(FELIZ) has the function of staying (locating) seats at 
any desired angle (within 20 degrees range).

HR-WSR1000RJ / HR-WSR1100RK / HR-WSR1200RU HR-WSR1000CJ / HR-WSR1100CK / HR-WSR1200CU

- If the lever ①(standing assist lever) is attached to the knob part of ② as shown in ③.  
- It will make the knob of standing assist lever securely fastened as ④.

1. �Taking  it out from the Box, put it on the safety 
pad

1. �Taking  it out from the Box, �
put it on the safety pad

3. �If you remove the holding 
force. It works as above.

Standing 
assist lever

※HR-WSR1000RJ
HR-WSR1100RK
HR-WSR1200RU
Limited to these 

products.

Weight adjustor 
ring 

Weight adjustor 
ring 

Knob of lock 

Weight adjustor ring 

Adjustment knob of
fixed wheelchair 
rear wing

Fixed wheelchair 
rear wing

Fixed wheelchair 
front wing

Knob of standing
assist lever 

Pad for storage

Pad for 
storage

Adjustment knob of 
fixed wheelchair 

front wing

2. Pull the lever to operate as shown below.

2. ��While holding down the part�
(      ), pull the Pull Switch as 
shown below please.

Pull  switch 

※ �HR-WSR1000CJ�
HR-WSR1100CK�
HR-WSR1200CU�
Limited to these 
products.

Pull switch 

seat seat



8. How to fit it to seat width

9. How to attach it to a wheelchair

10. How to control weight adjustor ring (7step : 35~105kg)

Wheelchair stand assist device (FELIZ) is designed to cope with a width of wheelchair.

• �After removing the seat cloth of the existing wheelchair, lift the wheelchair standing assist device and fix it into the location indicated below. 
• Wheelchair standing assist device (FELIZ) can be stably mounted on the frame to which the wheelchair seat (cloth seat) is coupled.

- Use the weight adjustor ring on the back of the wheelchair standing assist device to match the weight of the sitter.
- The larger the number, the stronger the standing assist force.
- You can use it to meet the desired standing assist force.

[How to use weight adjustor ring]
1. Place the seat of the wheelchair standing assist device in an upright position.
2. �Putting the seat slightly up and down(ticking  sound), the weight setting position goes down gradually from 35kg to 105kg.
3. If the weight setting position locates on 105kg position, raise the seat slightly lifting the weight adjustor ring at 45 °
    upward to increase the weight setting position.

※ �If you leave a weight adjustor ring at an unstable position, it can roll down automatically, so check the exact ticking�
sound and adjusted weight position.

At the bottom of the seat of wheelchair standing assist device(FELIZ), 
7-step weight adustable(35 ~ 105kg) gadget (Weight adjustor ring) is 
available to meet each user’s different weight setting. 

Moving down step
by step (Toward 105kg)

When you pull up the weight adjustor ring 45 
degrees upward, it can increase up the weight 
setting position to the lighter side.

<Wheelchair coupling part –attachment>
① �Unfold the wheelchair wing, insert it into the wheelchair seat 

connection frame as shown.
② �Lock (turn clockwise) the adjustment knob of fixed 

wheelchair wing.
③ �Use a Velcro to fasten wheelchair standing assist device and 

frame of wheelchair. (Refer to the figure)

<Wheelchair coupling part – detachment>
① �Use a Velcro to unfasten wheelchair standing assist device 

and frame of wheelchair. (Refer to the figure)
② �Loosen (turn anticlockwise) the adjustment knob of fixed 

wheelchair wing.
③ �Fold the fixed wheelchair wing to detach (separate) it from 

the wheelchair.

1. Loosen the adjustment knob of fixed wheelchair front/rear wing.
2. �Holding the knobs by hand, adjust the width by pulling or pushing the fixed 

wheelchair front/rear wing. Align the width of the wheelchair and tighten the 
knobs to secure the width of the wheelchair standing assist device.

※ �If you pull one side, the other side is supposed to move together also. (ex: 
If you are pulling 1cm on the right, the other side also moves 1cm on the 
left simultaneously and total distance would 2cm.)

ex. 85~95kg user’s weight 
setting position

Ticking 
sound

With the seat lifted1

2 4

3

[detachment]

[attachment]


